
describes the background of the domain where Section-
III describes processes and architecture of semantic 
search engine. Section-IV describes detailed 
algorithm. Section V describes its results also 
comparison of famous search engines yahoo, Google 
and Bing results. Section-VI describes conclusion and 
future work.

II. BACKGROUND

 Starting from what is search engine. A Search 
engine is really a collection of programs. We have lot of 
search engines which we use daily most popular 
Google, Bing, Yahoo etc. They help people to find 
information on the other sites. A search engine is also a 
kind of special site on web that is use to access other 
sites. It locates other sites based on keyword in the 
query of user. Different search engines use different 
mechanisms for their working. But commonly all 
perform below four processes:
1) Crawling the Web. 
2) Indexing the pages. 
3) Ranking the pages. 
4) Displaying the results. 
 Search engine is the most powerful tool to get any 
kind of information in World Wide Web [vi]. Here 
focus is on semantic search engine. Now upcoming 
search engines will not be based only on word index 
[vii]. Semantic search is a searching method which 
searches query according to context and meaning of 
words user is using to find result. It not only focuses on 
the keywords used. The major difference between the 
traditional and semantic search engine is that the 
traditional search engine retrieves the result based on 
the keywords while the semantic search engine 
retrieves results on the bases of the context and intent of 
the user query. Search Engine have many challenges so 
far including: scalability, content availability, 
evolution, visualization, ontology availability, 
Multilinguality [viii].
 Purpose of this research work is to improve search 
results using semantics. To get variety in the result 
instead of getting site related to keyword. There are 
many semantic search engines working. They provide 
result on the basis of synonym. Semantic search 
engines are present e.g. Duck Duck Go, Hakia, Kngin 
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I. INTRODUCTION

 Today, internet is basic need of the people. People 
use internet to get information, entertainment, and 
communication. To retrieve data against query we need 
search engine. On the World Wide Web [i] search 
engines are programs that can be accessed from 
anywhere. They retrieve the sites against the keyword 
that contain the relevant information which user needs. 
So, as we know there are many search engines most 
common are Google, yahoo, Bing etc. They have 
implemented search in different ways. For example, 
keyword, location, semantics based etc. Here our main 
target is semantic search engine [ii]. 
 World Wide Web (WWW) let the people to use 
information from the large databases. Amount of 
information is increasing day by day. We need to search 
information through special tools called “Search 
engines” [iii]. There are two main types of search 
results: navigational and research [iv]. In navigational 
searches semantic search cannot be applied. Research 
search can be applied in Semantic search engine. In 
semantic search user provides the search engine with 
word and the users get variety result including 
synonyms as well [v].
 In this research paper Section-I describe 
Introduction of semantic searching. Section-II 
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etc. Search Engines are getting smarter and smarter. 
[ix] It is simply clear that no search engine is perfect in 
semantic search even Google the most common used 
engine also do not implements the semantic search 
exhaustively. Google uses semantic technology 
somehow but is not yet completely semantic search 
engine [x]. Main idea in the all of approaches is that 
search engine must understand the meaning of the 
query. So, it can answer on the basis of semantics 
(meaning) [xi]. So, the basic difference between these 
technologies from the technical point of view is 
relevancy algorithm. Relevancy algorithm [xii] is 
basically about ranking which is related to which site or 
document is best for the typed query which one is on the 
top priority. The purpose of our research is to propose 
the algorithm that is optimized one and better than the 
others.

III. PROCESSES AND ARCHITECTURE

 Processes generally used in search engines are 
following:

A. Processes: Search engine components support 
following two process/Functions.

B. The Indexing Process: It is process if building the 
data structures that enable searching. It further 
comprises of the following three tasks [xiii].
 It identifies the relevant 1) Text Acquisition: 
searched document and stores it for indexing and stores 
the Meta data of the document as well.
 converts the document 2) Text Transformation: It 
into index terms or features. Index term is basically a 
part of document which is used in further searching 
that's why it is stored in the index and feature is the part 
of text document which represent the content of 
document
 3) Index Creation: It takes indexed terms which 
are created by text transformations and create the data 
structures for fast searching. Gathering and recording 
statistical information regarding words, features, and 
documents and each one is weighted using statistical 
information regarding topic. And then inversion takes 
place in which conversion of the document-term 
information into term-document. That will occur for 
indexing and at last indexes are distributed across 
multiple computers and sites.
C. The Query Process: The data structures which are 
built in indexing process are used to produce a ranked 
list of documents for a user's query. It is also further 
comprising of the following three tasks [x].
 1) User Interaction: It supports the creation (in 
which Interface is provided and parser for query 
language. Mostly web queries are simple mostly 
application use form as input) and Transformation of 
user query (which includes spell checking, query 
suggestion and text transformation techniques) and at 

last displays the ranked documents in the result.
 2) Ranking: Each Search engine uses its own 
ranking algorithm. Each document is scored using 
ranking algorithm Basic scoring equation is Σ qi di. 
Where q and d stand for query and document terms 
weights for term.
 3) Evaluation: It deals with monitoring and 
measuring the effectiveness and efficiency by logging 
the user queries and interactions. Raking analysis and 
Performance analysis is done here.

D. Architecture of semantic search engine:   
Semantic search engine architecture is same as that of 
the traditional search engine the major difference in 
their relevancy algorithm and ranking algorithm and as 
well in user interaction which includes the query 
transformation. So the two major processes indexing 
and querying is different for both search engines.
 1) Ontology development
 Ontology is defined as a formal and explicit 
condition of a conceptualization [xiv]. Basically, there 
is no definition which is accepted universally. There are 
two main objectives of the ontology 1. Knowledge 
Sharing. 2. Machine Understanding. Tools and 
languages are used for creating the ontology. One of the 
recommended languages is OWL (Web ontology 
Language) Ontology Crawler.
 Ontology crawler finds new ontology by crawling 
through the web and places them in the database. 
Crawler will not dump all the found ontologies into DB. 
Ontology translator will first translate them and then 
ontology mapper will map them into DB. Here 
basically the quality of the search engine depends on 
the ―Knowledge which is stored in the database.
 2) Ontology Annotator
 Annotator is a web app for CMS or tagging 
documents to manage metadata like tags and 
annotation. Once the ontologies are created, now its 
aim is to understand the web pages with this metadata. 
It is capable to read from plain text files or databases 
[xv].
 3) Web Crawler
 Web crawler finds the interpreted web pages. Just 
like the TSE which looks for the keyword and create 
word index. But SSE looks for the semantics and main 
idea in the marked web pages and builds knowledge 
base [xv].
 4) Query Builder
 It is a powerful tool to construct search queries 
because users don't have the knowledge of ontologies 
perform semantic search. It loads the ontologies from 
the database. All the accessible ontologies is provided 
to select the precise context by user [xv].
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q: query
w: word 
s: semantic,
S[ ]: Contains words and all related semantics (Words 
and semantics association)
R+: strong relationship of equivalence (=) between 
word and semantics

R-: weak relationship of equivalence between word and 
semantics
WS[ ]: Association between Words and Its Semantics
C[ ]:    Contain content for word association
WC:    Contain web result

A. Step-1 Searching
 Searching is first step where query is received from 
using input screen. Query is being stored in variable 
“q”. 
1- Search query
2- q = Receive search query

 5) Query Convertor
 Here the query is searched in three ways: by 
concepts, by links, and by searching for keyword with 
synonyms too.

 6) Semantic Content Retriever
 Results are extracted from the earlier obtained 
semantically indexed web content. Then the retrieved 
content checked by keywords as well as the concepts, 
and the result that is presented to user is the intersection 
of the documents containing both the keywords and the 
concepts.

 7) Semantic Ranker
 The ranking of results must be done using ranking 
algorithm so that most relevant result is on the top.

 8) Relevancy Algorithm
 What we usually mean by relevancy/relevance 
algorithm is algorithm that which we use to check how 
similar the contents of a full-text field are to a full-text 
queries string [xvi].

IV. ALGORITHM

 Semantic relat ions are analyzed by the 
synonym/meaning (not labels, only concepts). 
Semantic search focuses on concepts instead of terms 
[xvii]. We have presented an algorithm for semantic 
matching, and then we will discuss its implementation.
 Search engine use the search interface to take input 
from the user. User types query in search bar. Web 
crawler is responsible to fetch the appropriate pages 
from the database against the user query. Meta data, a 
few sentences and title is mostly found in fetched 
pages. Then the process of indexing will occur, 
complete process of indexing is already will explained 
later in algorithm. Those retrieved pages are indexed 
according to the ranking algorithm.
 Then the result is shown to the user. User clicks to 
open the link. User activities are also logged for the 
evaluation purpose and evaluation is done to improve 
the ranking algorithm. The key intuition of Semantic 
Matching is to find semantic relations. This all is done 
using a four steps approach,
Step1: Parsing: convert query to lower case.
Step2:  Searching and mapping: Find all semantics of 

inserted word. Map all words to related 
semantics and find all related results.

Step3: Rendering: Fetch all the related results of web 
and semantic search from custom repository.

Step4: Rank the results according to their relevancy 
and show to user.

 Given below is the proposed algorithm, variables 
used in algorithm have following meanings:
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START

Step-1 (Searching) 
1- Search query 
2- q = Receive search query 

Step-2 (Parsing) 
3- pass q to server 
4- w = parse “q” to lower case 

Step-3 (lookup and Mapping) 
5- lookup for “w” in Database 
6- If (w)
 i. S[ ]= Get All Semantics (w) 
 ii. Relation R+ (strong) is being made if there is 

equivalence (=) between words. Otherwise R- is 
made which is idk (I don't know) 

 iii. WS[ ]=Make Association between Words And Its 
Semantics(w, s) 

 iv. C[ ]= Get Content For Words And Association (w, s) 
7- Else 
 i. Show error message “no such word found” 

Step-4 (Ranking) 
8- WC[ ] = Extract for Web from Content ( C) 
9- SC[ ] = Extract for Semantic from Content ( C) 
10- For(WC[]) 
 i. Ranked_WC[ ]= (wci , wci+1 , wci+3 , …. , wcn-1, 

wcn) 
11- For(SC[ ]) 
 i. Ranked_SC[ ]= (wci (scj(sck( scl( scm (scn )))))) 
 ii. (wci+1 (scj+1 (sck+1 ( scl+1 ( scm+1 (scn+1 ))))))

 .
   .
   .
   .
 iii. iii. (wcz(scz (scz( scz( scz (scz )))))) 
Where i, j, k, l, m, n represent indexes of word and related 
semantics and z represents end index of word and its semantics

Step-5(Rendering) 
12- Render Ranked_WC[ ] show output 
13- Rnder Ranked_SC[ ] show output

END
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 This q could be in any format, lowercase, 
uppercase or both. Following could be the query:

Fig. 1. Query to search

B. Step-2 Parsing
 Basic aim of step 2 is to convert query of user into a 
consistent format so it is easy for system to understand. 
When query is passed to the search engine through user 
interface, query “q” can be in any format it can be 
lowercase, uppercase or mixture of both. But for 
matching from database purpose it is required that 
query is in a proper format same as the format in 
database. For this purpose, parsing is required. Parsing 
can be done for both lower and upper case. In this 
search engine query will be converted into lowercase.
1- pass q to server
2- w = parse “q” to lower case
 After converting “q” in lower case that will be 
saved in a new variable “w” stands for word. Now 
basically “w” is main word which will be further used 
for searching purpose.
 Following shows how “q” is parsed into lowercase 
“w”

Fig. 2. Query Parsing in lowercase letters

C. Step-3 Lookup and Mapping
 After query is being parsed successfully now next 
work is being started. System will look in databases to 
find related semantics of “w”. Lookup for “w” in 
Database. For searching purpose, it will go through all 
indexes words table and all those which are semantics 

of w will be placed in.

Fig. 3. Words and semantic mapping

 First, it maps words to its real-life semantics. This 
search includes logical operator equivalence (=) for 
example W = S, if equivalence relation connects them 
Translation of rel (w, s): w=s into propositional logic It 
will be w ↔ s, which means that they are exactly equal 
to each other. Since w=s holds if and only if w is subset 
of s and s is subset of w holds.
 Now by considering equivalence relation assign 
relations: R+: strong relationship of equivalence (=) 
between “w” and semantics

Fig. 4. Query to search

 Take primary key of word table as foreign key in 
association table and make association between words 
and related semantics:
1- If (w)
 i. S[ ]= Get All Semantics (w)
 ii. Relation R+ (strong) is being made if there is equivalence 

(=) between words. Otherwise R- is which is idk (I don't know)
iii. WS[]=MakeAssociationbetweenWordsAndItsSemantics(w, s)

iv. C[ ]= Get Content For Words And Association (w, s)

2- Else
 i. Show error message “no such word found”

Content will have following things against each entry:
 cache Id
 display Link
 Formatted URL
 html Formatted URL
 html Snippet 
 html Title
 kind
 link
 snippet
 title
 All of this information will be stored in C [ ], 
against w and its related semantics which are mapped. 
This result will be further used for displaying result 
purpose.

D. Step-4 Ranking
Ranking is the process of sequencing collected results 
according to some criteria. In this algorithm results are 
ranked based on their relevancy with word. Basically, 
in this prototype there will be two results. One result is 
simple results (in our case Google results) and second 
results are for semantic search which is our own result.
 WC[ ] array is used to store results which are web 
based.
1- WC[ ] = Extract for Web from Content ( C)
2- SC[ ]= Extract for Semantic from Content ( C)
 Results for WC[ ] are ranked by following order:

(Wci  wci , wc  …., wc wc ) , +1 i+3, n-1, n
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Fig. 6. Semantic Search results

V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

 In our research work we have made a tool named as 
SSE 1.0. That works on limited dataset of words and 
their related semantics it gives result of each semantic 
against query of word, and it provide relevant results. 
We have done an experiment and involved famous 
search engines yahoo, Google and Bing. Compared 
those collected results based on meanings/synonyms of 
words. This comparison is done with our search engine 
which is built in .NET.
 When we enter word “car” our search engine, it 
will not just consider word “car” itself. But it will also 
consider its meanings present in ontology. So, in this 
case it will look at all its possible related semantics and 
will show result accordingly.
 For every first ten results which are ranked as top-
rated links, there is 20% semantics included in both 
Google and yahoo, but in Bing this ratio is 60% 
whereas in SSE 1.0 variety in results is up to 80%. For 
next results from 11 to 30 there is 31.57% semantic 
support in Google, whereas in yahoo this ratio is 
36.84%, in Bing ratio for 11-30 results is 42.11%, for 
SSE 1.0 this ratio is 47.36. For next limit from 31-50 
Google: 36.84 yahoos: 47.36 Bing: 42.11 SSE 1.0 
63.16. And for the next result (up to 50), following is 
the ratio of semantic base result.

These results have no such ranking; they are simply 
ranked according to how they placed in repository. 
Staring from i index, here i=0, these results are purely 
for “w” which is entered by user. Results are shown up 
to nth index; here n is last index of word content. This 
ranked array is now stored in Ranked_WC[ ] which is 
further use for rendering purpose.
 For second results which are semantic result they 
need to rank carefully. Basic ranking starts from here. 
These results require to be ranked according to their 
relevancy. For this purpose, following ranking formula 
are used:

1- wci(sc  (sc ( sc ( sc  (sc ))))))j k l m n

2- (wc +1 (sc +1 (sc +1 ( sc +1 ( sc +1 (sc +1 ))))))i j k l m n

3- (wc (sc  (sc ( sc ( sc (sc  ))))))z z z z z z

 Where i, j, k, l, m, n represent indexes of word and 
related semantics content. Where z represents end 
index of word and its semantics. Here in first iteration 
first content against word and its each semantic will be 
stored (i, j, k , l , m , n), after that next results (i+1, j+1,  
k+1 ,l+1 , m+1 , n+1 ) will be ranked and place. This 
ranking will allow best mixture and variety of word and 

th
its related semantics. At the end z  index of all 
semantics and word will be placed, which is last index 
of word and each semantic.

Word  wc wc wc wc wc ,   i i+1 , i+2, …… , z-1 , z

Semantic1  sc sc sc sc sc  j, j+1 , j+2, …… , z-1 , z

Semantic2      sc sc sc sc sc   k , k+1 , k+2, …… , z-1 , z

Semantic3  sc sc sc sc sc  l , i+l , l+2, …… , z-1 , z

Semantic4  sc sc sc sc sc  m , m+1 , m+2, …… , z-1 , z

Semantic5  sc sc sc sc sc   m , m+1 , m+2, …… , z-1 , z

E.  Step-5 Rendering
 Rendering is the process of showing results/output 
on screen. After ranking results now, they are 
displayed. As already mention there are two basic 
results one is web and other is semantic result. 
Ranked_WC[ ] is rendered and result simple from 
Google is being displayed. Then results stored in 
Ranked_SC[ ] is rendered. Now semantic based result 
is shown. There is also a third screen which will use 
both arrays Ranked_WC[ ] and Ranked_SC [ ], screen 
will be split in two section one will make use of 
Ranked_WC [ ] and second will make use of 
Ranked_SC [ ], this will show basic difference between 
web results and our prototype results.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between Google, yahoo, Bing and 
SSE 1.0

 On x-axis search engines are listed, on y-axis 
number of total results are present. These lines are 
showing number of semantics included by each search 
engine. Staring from first 10 results, then next 11 to 30 
results and then next 31 to 50 results.
 Relevancy of result is next issue; we have tried to 
resolve this issue up to some extent. This is future work 
for this research as well to increase relevancy of results 
and to include phrases as well.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

 We have presented a semantic matching algorithm 
with its experiment. We have compared our algorithm 
with three famous search engines. Results proved 
strength of our algorithm, but relevancy is still a big 
issue in proposed algorithm. Future work includes 
making such a system which will focus on concern of 
searcher. Hopefully, that would bring more relevant 
results. This algorithm works by considering all 
semantics, it does not focus on the relation between 
word and semantic is strong or weak. That is why the 
next work should to develop an algorithm which is 
capable enough to determine strength of relationship 
between semantics. The results of this algorithm can be 
improved by determining the intersecting relation 
between word and its meanings. First work has already 
been done. This algorithm is implemented in limited set 
of data. So, next semantic search engine can be 
implemented in detail on large and real-world data.
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